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Asst. prof. PH.D Safed 

Hossam Hamoudi 

Career  

1/ Position: University Professor (College of media / University of Baghdad / 

Radio and Television Department) 

2/ an expert in media, digital communication, artificial intelligence, public 

relations and marketing 

Except global and electoral. 

3/ - Chairman of the Iraqi Digital Track Council / Director of the Digital 

Communication Platform: 

 www.ddc-iq.cm  

4/ He worked as a digital communication expert in the Arab League for Education, 

Culture and Science at the League of Nations 

Arabic. 

5/ Academic degree: Doctorate in Media (He holds a Master’s degree in Media 

Information Industry and a Doctorate in Arab Satellite Media, Reform and 

Democracy) 

6/ Publications: His books published by the University of Baghdad: (new media 

/Communicative Interactivity and Reform Higher education/administrative media 

and marketing), and from the Iraqi Media Network a book: (Media and Arab 

http://www.ddc-iq.cm/


transformations) It will be published soon: (Media and the Information Industry), 

and (Television and Admiral - (Extremely interactive) 

7/ - Dozens of studies and articles specialized in media affairs and electronic 

education were published by him Virtual communication and educational 

education in Arab and local magazines and newspapers 

 

 

 

Activities and qualifications  

 

1/ - He participated in dozens of conferences, seminars and training workshops in 

academic institutions 

The Iraqi government And Arabic as a scholar  

2/ - Obtained dozens of certificates of appreciation and awards in the media and 

educational fields 

3/ - He worked as a member of the committee for writing media technology 

curriculum at the Ministry of Education. 

4/ work as Productive for political programs on most Arab satellite channels 

5/ - He worked as a correspondent for a number of prestigious Arab newspapers in 

Baghdad. 

6/ He establishes the first digital development center in Iraq, directing his main 

interests towards employment The effective use of virtual social media in a way 

that ensures the establishment of rules and ethics that limit... The widespread 

misuse of these technologies, especially among segments of Iraqi youth. 

7/ - The first talking e-book was issued at the level of Iraqi universities in 2013 

8/ - The first official for global media training and electronic development at the 

University of Baghdad. 

9/ - He published the first series of books at the level of media and public relations 

departments in Iraqi universities (Media and Society Series). 



10/ Issued the first research journal at the level of media and public relations 

departments in Iraqi universities (Journal of Studies in the Media) 

11/ He founded the idea of “International Media Week” in 2010 at the University 

of Baghdad, which lasted for four seasons. It is the largest media event at the level 

of official institutions in Iraq. 

12/ - He founded the first Iraqi forum for digital media education, at the College of 

Information at the University of Baghdad. 

 

 


